
What does this mean for teachers?  
 
Basics of Pick-Up Plan  

● We are changing our pick-up process because of safety and time. The goal is to reduce 
the number of “close calls” and get students loaded up faster.  

 
● Only walk-up and car pick-up will change.  
● Students whose parents park will wait on the basketball court. This will move some of 

the congestion away from the flagpole area.  
● Students who are picked up by car will wait in their grade-level spot.  

○ This area will be painted on the ground  
○ We will have signs posted higher up so students can see.  

● Students can move from their grade-level spot when their name has been called and 
their car has arrived.  

● We will be calling ahead 4-5 student/s. These students will be waiting in the loading area 
when their car pulls up. While these 4-5 students are getting in their vehicles, the next 
4-5 names will be called ahead.  

 
Implementing the Pick-Up Plan  

● We will begin on January 4th  
● We need all hands on deck. If you do not have a duty please make an effort to be at one 

of the following places:  
○ Between basketball court and flagpole-To direct waiting parents away from 

their usual spot and to the basketball court.  
○ At your Grade-Level Spot-Wait with students  and help them stay in their area 

and listen for their name.  
○ Car Loading-Helping students know when to approach their vehicle and load up 

quickly.  
Questions:  
Where is the loading zone?  
The loading zone is past the crosswalk, along the sidewalk where kindergarten used to be.  
 
Are we adding duty stations for the radio and name-caller?  
We will remove two duties in order to make room for the radio and name-caller duty.  
 
How is this process going to make things go faster?  
This process will make things go faster by:  

1.) We are calling names for students while they are loading so by the time their car pulls 
up, they are ready to go.  

2.) We are spending less time looking for students because they are in their grade-level 
spot.  

 



3.) We have less parents parked and waiting, blocking the loading zone 
What about parents that line up beforehand?  
Our radio person will start at the far end of the loading zone by building A and read out the 
names of the waiting vehicles in the loading zone. They will walk until they reach their 
designated radio spot and the process will proceed as normal.  
 
 

                   

 


